SAIL Venture Partners Ups Water Tech Bet With MicroMedia Filtration Investment

By Justin Moresco, Earth2Tech.com

MicroMedia Filtration, a developer of advanced water treatment systems, said today that it has closed its first round of funding (no word on how much) from SAIL Venture Partners. The Lake Forest, Calif.-based company was founded in 2003 and is already shipping its treatment systems to municipalities and commercial clients. With its technology in place, MicroMedia plans to use the funding to “significantly expand its growth objectives” by adding to its management team and marketing plans, Ken Stedman, founder and president of MicroMedia, said in a statement.

Stedman didn’t give more details about what those new growth objectives might be, but the company is clear about the value proposition of its wastewater treatment technology. The company says its system operates on 80 percent less power, has as little as half the capital costs and is physically smaller (important for space-constrained real estate developers) than competing technologies. The filtration system is also modular, with individual systems treating between 250,000 and 1 million gallons per day, offering flexibility and the ability for clients to scale up as demand changes. MicroMedia’s technology is a combination of physical and chemical processes that are managed by a computer-control system. Wastewater passes through a screening process to remove solids and is then filtered, where a coagulant captures contaminants before they are removed through washing. The treated water can then be discharged into nearby water bodies, such as by a municipal water treatment center, or used for irrigation by a real estate development, for example. The latter could become increasingly popular since the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED rating system encourages reuse of water on-site.

There has been growing recognition among the investment community that the treatment and delivery of clean water offers plenty of opportunities, but so far venture capitalists have been hesitant to make bets in the space. Venture heavyweight Kleiner Perkins, for example, hadn’t made a single water investment until July this year when it backed Applied Process Technology. And U.S. water tech companies raised only $62 million, about 1.2 percent of all cleantech investing, in 2008, according to Dow Jones VentureSource figures.

This latest announcement marks SAIL Venture Partner’s second funding of a water tech company, the first being Irvine, Calif.-based WaterHealth International, which develops decentralized water purification systems largely targeted for the developing world. Interestingly, both MicroMedia and WaterHealth are fairly mature firms, with the latter having reorganized in 2004 (though originally founded in 1995). SAIL appears to be placing its water bets in companies with proven technologies.